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XK3190-A7 SERIES maintenance introduction 

Example 1: The indicator shows ERR05 after power on 
 
Repair steps: A7 has two boards, one is A/D board and the other is mainboard. First change a 
new A/D board, if the indicator still shows ERR05, we doubt the problem occurs mainboard.  
Check the voltage, if it is 8V, it means the power supply part is OK, then change 8925(ICI) and 
the indicator will work well 
 
Example 2: The display numbers drift 
 
Repair steps: Through changing the main board to another new indicator, we know the main 
board is damaged. First the voltage is 11.8V inspected by 8V multi-meter, after changing  
7808, and the voltage returns to 7.9V, afterward re-calibrate the indicator and it works well. 
 
Example 3: The indicator can’t start-up under DC power supply, but can work under AC  
power supply 
 
Repair steps: Definitely the problem occurs on the DC power supply part. First check the  
battery’s voltage and find it is 10V that is lower than normal voltage 12V. After changing to 12V  
battery, the indicator can work well. Surely you can charge the lower battery and use it later. 
 
Example 4: The indicator can’t start-up under DC power supply 
 
Repair steps: Pressing the start key, the battery indication lamp is on, but the indicator doesn’t 
have any display, and find the battery’s voltage is 11.9V by inspection, which means the  
battery and DC power supply part are OK. We can judge the switch is damaged, just change it 
and the indicator can work well. 
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The full manual can be found at http://the-checkout-tech.com/estore/catalog/ 

 

We also offer free downloads, a free keyboard layout designer, cable diagrams, free help and 
support. 
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